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Abstract—This study tries to figure out the strategy of patent acquisition against infringe litigation between rival companies of smartphone under dynamic competition. Patent citation network analysis is used to realize the difference of patent deployment and portfolios after patent acquisition between the leader Apple and the follower Samsung from the view of supplementary and complementary. Four patent indexes provide the movement of technology position and role in the network and the change in technology supplementary/complementary. The result shows that even though the leader and follower used to cooperate in relationship of OEM with technology supplementary, they intend to “de-opponent” technically because of patent litigation after becoming rivals in the same market. The leader will acquire supplementary patent to enhance his original patent portfolios and the follower will go the other way to strengthen his patent portfolios by acquiring complementary patent.

I. INTRODUCTION

The demand of mobile internet device promotes severe competition in smartphone market and triggers global patent war among the smartphone companies[1]. How to win from the competition of patent deployment? How to response to opponents in the dynamic competition [2-4]? How to protect the company by patents? These factors are crucial for the change of market position.

Recently, Apple and Samsung have severe patent litigation against each other. Samsung has followed the leader, Apple, and been a free rider for a couple of years [5]. Samsung used to be the long-term OEM partner of the supply chain for Apple but now Samsung wants to be independent for its brand. In spring 2011, Apple fired the first shut of patent litigation to Samsung and meanwhile brought Motorola Mobility to the frontline. In August 2011, Apple and Samsung had nineteen gun fights of patent litigation in nine countries. These two companies shared more than half market of smartphone and had a war of fifty patent litigations globally.

These two companies speed up patent battles and patent acquisition in dynamic competition because of the similarity of market and resource. Patent litigation could deliver message to the market and interfere with opponent’s new product. Patent acquisitions could strengthen patent portfolios to attack or protect from opponent. Thus, how do the leader, Apple, and the follower, Samsung, gain the advantage in dynamic competition by patent acquisition? How to choose patent candidates for acquisition to strengthen patent portfolios? How to detect the strategic intention of opponents for patent acquisition? These issues are very important for patent deployment of smartphone companies.

II. PATENT CITATION NETWORK ANALYSIS

Technological network is similar to social network [6, 7]. Technological network could be represented by patent citation network which treats patents as notes and citations as relation ties [7-11]. Social network is a set of actors and relational ties[12, 13]. The actors in a network could be persons, organizations or technologies. The relation based on the research of patent network can be citation if the patents act like actors[8, 9, 14]. Patent citing prior art forms the relation between both patents. Fig. 1 is a simple patent citation network whose nodes are patents. The relational ties show that the citing patents cite the cited patent.

Fig. 1: Patent Citation Network
One kind of network is the whole network with a certain boundary and the other one is the ego-network which expands from an ego center without any preset boundary [13, 15, 16]. Chen and Lai call this ego network as an inside-out analysis method to search and identify the cooperative partner from its core technologies and its own view. This research deploys this inside-out approach, ego network, to analyze patent candidates for acquisition.

III. SUPPLEMENTARITY AND COMPLEMENTARITY FOR PATENT ACQUISITION

The relation of cooperation within the industrial organization consists of two different concepts, supplementary and complementary [5, 17]. The cooperation includes several functions such as knowledge, technology and product [11, 18, 19]. Based on this view, this study discusses the strategy of patent acquisition between leading and following companies by the concept of supplementary and complementary of patent and technology [18, 20].

Four indexes of TKS, TKR, CIK and CEK are used for this study [21]. Technological Knowledge Status, TKS, and Technological Knowledge Reliability, TKR, could figure out the position and role of companies and the movement of position within the network because of acquisition. Common Internal Knowledge, CIK and Common External Knowledge, CEK could measure the supplementary and complementary of patent and technology. Patent citation represents not only the direct dependency for technology but also common knowledge between patents [8]. A patent citing a prior patent shares the supplementary knowledge with the prior art [22]. In the other word, the more two companies’ patents cite each other, the more common knowledge they share. Chen and Lai (2012) call this overlap of common knowledge as ‘common internal knowledge’, CIK, to measure the supplementary knowledge between two companies. Secondly, the dual indirect ties from the third actor could create innovative activity for the couple of actors [23]. Therefore, these indirect ties from the third actor shows that this couple of actors have more common knowledge confirmed by outsider but less similarity of knowledge shared by each other. Chen and Lai [24] call this overlap from outsiders as ‘Common External Knowledge’, CEK, to measure the complementary knowledge between two companies.

This research, first, reviews the background of patent litigation and patent acquisition of the leader and follower in smartphone industry, then explores the movement of role and position of companies and measures the change of supplementary/complementary of technology by the patent citation network, finally, addresses the conclusion and suggestion.
Patents of litigation between two smartphone manufactures, Apple and Samsung, are collected from the LexisNexis database from 2011 to 2012. Forty two patents in total with litigation are found from April 15, 2011 to April 18, 2012, as Fig 4[25]. Then, based on these 42 patents, we retrieve 1,422 patents relating to smartphone citing or cited by these 42 patents. These 1,422 patents relate to the 42 ego center in the inside-out ego network.

We cut 1,422 patents down to 459 ones by taking out the patents cited counts below 4. The row matrix is the citing patents and the column matrix is the cited patents in the patent citation matrix \([e_{ij}]_{459 \times 459}\). Due to co-cited patents being the important part of analysis procedure, we take out 289 patents with co-cited counts below 2 and 3 isolated patents from column matrix and 236 patents with no citing counts from the row matrix leaving the modified matrix \([e_{ij}]_{223 \times 167}\).

At first, citing and cited patents construct the patent citation network. Then, the cited patents belonging to one company are combined together to be the set of company of column matrixes. This new matrix is a 2-mode affiliate network formed by the patents affiliating to companies. Transform the matrix \([e_{ij}]_{223 \times 167}\) into the affiliate matrix \([\alpha_{kr}]_{223 \times 93}\). Then, we calculate TKS, TKR, CIK and CEK from this matrix \([\alpha_{kr}]_{223 \times 93}\) as patent indexes to further analysis.

TKS of IBM, Apple, AT&T, Synaptics and Xerox are the highest five, and Samsung much falls behind with TKS before patent transference in Fig 5. However, the positions of technology of these six company move obviously in the TKS-TKR diagram. Product property and evaluation index before/after patent transference of the six main companies show in table 1. Patent counts of these main companies before patent transference are Apple(22), IBM(13), Xerox(8), Synaptics(7), AT&T(5). Patent counts after patent transference are Apple(24), IBM(8), Xerox(8), Synaptics(7), Samsung(4), AT&T(4). Only Apple and Samsung increase their patent counts, the patent counts of IBM and AT&T decrease, Xerox and Synaptics hold constant with patent counts. Fig. 6 shows that Apple keeps the advantage of technology and produces patent continuously. IBM had no patent output after patent transference. The patent counts of Samsung has increased a lot since 2009 after transference. The others hold steady after transference.
### TABLE 1: PRODUCT PROPERTY AND EVALUATION INDEX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>company</th>
<th>Primary Products</th>
<th>TKS</th>
<th>TKR</th>
<th>patent counts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>before</td>
<td>after</td>
<td>before</td>
<td>after</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Apple</td>
<td>Mobile communication products, tablets, personal digital products</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 IBM</td>
<td>Information technology services and comprehensive hardware and software services for various industries</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2.714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Xerox</td>
<td>Wireless control systems and relevant services for digitized photocopy products</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3.833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Synaptics</td>
<td>Original equipment manufacturer for computer and laptop touchpads</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Samsung</td>
<td>Mobile communication devices and consumer electronics</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 AT&amp;T</td>
<td>Fixed-line telephone and mobile broadband services</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.579</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Fig. 5: Knowledge Position of Companies before/after Patent Acquisition*

*Fig. 6: The patent accumulation trends of the six major firms before and after patent transactions*

*Fig. 7: Trajectory of Movement of Knowledge Position before/after Patent Acquisition*
The overlap of patent citation between companies shows the level of difference of technology. The movement of position in TKS-TKR diagram before/after patent transference could reveal the strategic intense of maintaining, transforming or withdrawing from a certain field of technology. The industrial organizations could decide to compete, cooperate or be coopetitive with others based on this analysis. We could locate the knowledge position in the technology structure in Fig. 5 and the trajectory of movement and change of position in Fig. 7. In the other word, any company’s position moves, the other company moves, too. Especially, transference of the high complementary patents increases TKS a lot. TKR increases obviously if these patents are foundational technology also.

Apple has only a little change of TKS and TKR before/after patent transference in Fig. 7. This tiny change shows that Apple acquires supplementary technologies to maintain the leading position of the field in which Apple already leads. On the contrary, patents acquired by Samsung are complementary technologies which cause the increment of TKS and TKR being much bigger than Apple. Besides, the difference between Apple and Samsung in TKR is small (Apple =1.652; Samsung =1.833), but the gap between Apple and Samsung in TKS (Apple =23; Samsung =6) is huge before patent transference. That means these two companies have similarity technologies but much different technologic position. It makes sense that Samsung was Apple’s loyal follower, parts supplier, ORM partner and dependent on Apple a lot before Apple brought patent suits against Samsung.

However, when Samsung started to develop its own brand on smartphone with Android system of Google, Apple found out Android system could cut out the market share of IOS and brought out patent suits against Samsung. On the other side, Samsung acquired patents to strengthen patent portfolios and technologic influence in order to enhance the bargain chips. The TKRs of Samsung, AT&T and Xerox changing little after patent transference show that they have similarity of technology. That means Samsung tries to strengthen the deployment in the field of wireless data transmission in order to increase the probability being complementary to Apple.

In addition, Xerox and Synaptics remain the same patent counts and their TKS and TKR change little before/after patent transference. That shows their position move little in the network. Their TKRs are bigger but TKSs are much smaller than Apple. They have steady position and role in this technology network and keep the probability of complementary to Apple.

IBM’s TKS is bigger than Apple before transference but smaller than Apple after transference. The difference of TKS between these two companies is not large and IBM’s TKR is a little higher than Apple. That shows both companies have equal technologic ability and IBM would like to create the opportunity to be complementary to Apple. Study infers that IBM tries to be a partner but competitor to every company based on its strategic role of integrated service provider. However, this message reveals that IBM could be a best partner but also a potential intimidator to Apple. It seems to be confirmed by that lots of Apple’s products are related to the software of IBM.

The TKS of AT&T is giant before patent transference but falls much behind after transference. Its role and position are much less important. Based on Wired, Apple and AT&T is exclusive partner with each other. Apple’s iPhones with 2G, 3G and 4G deploy the network of AT&T. However, they are not satisfied with each other due to the quality of data transmission. This study infers AT&T might withdraw from this market. This phenomenon is worth to observe.

B. Common Internal Knowledge, CIK and Common External Knowledge, CEK

CIK of Apple is greater than zero with each one of IBM, Xerox, Synaptics, Samsung and AT&T before/after patent transference in table 2. That represents Apple has technologies which are supplementary, dependency with each one of these five companies. The CIK with Samsung is largest, IBM is in the next place. Samsung shares a lot of common internal knowledge with Apple. On the other hand, IBM maintains almost 100% of complementary to Apple before/after patent transference. Both companies cooperate with each other in many fields of software and hardware. The CEK of AT&T with Apple is almost 100% before patent transference but becomes zero after transference. This result is related to that Apple is not happy with AT&T on transmission quality. To Samsung, CIK is big but CEK approaches zero with Apple. Samsung depends on Apple. However, it is not easy for Samsung to be complementary to Apple. Thus, both used to cooperate with each other before but compete against each other now. The cases of patent suit are still increasing and show no sign of stopping.

![Table 2: CIK and CEK Between Apple and Others Before/After Patent Transference](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transference</th>
<th>Apple</th>
<th>IBM</th>
<th>Xerox</th>
<th>Synaptics</th>
<th>Samsung</th>
<th>AT&amp;T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patent Counts</td>
<td>B A</td>
<td>B A</td>
<td>B A</td>
<td>B A</td>
<td>B A</td>
<td>B A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIK</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEK</td>
<td>1 1</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>1 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Samsung is the important OEM partner and main supplier of Apple before April 15, 2011. Apple only needs to transfer a little of technology to Samsung for manufacture. Therefore, TKS of Samsung is small but TKR is as big as Apple. In order to respond patent suits, Samsung acquires external patents to enhance technologic power and bargain force. The patents acquired are not compatible to Apple. It is hard to create complementary value for both companies. Thus, TKR becomes bigger and CEK approaches zero.

Being the focal company, Samsung has one only patent but cites Apple five times. Its supplementary is as high as 500%, CIK is 5, before patent transference. However, its supplementary reduces to 125% due to four patents acquired after patent transference. Although Samsung acquires some external patents to reduce dependency on Apple and try to fight back, CIK is still too high showing that Samsung still over depends on Apple. Besides, because CEK of Samsung approaches zero, this research considers that the propose of acquiring patents for Samsung to increase bargaining power against Apple might fail.

In addition, CIK and CEK of Samsung with AT&T and Synaptics both approach zero before/after patent transference. This result shows Samsung has little overlap of technology and hardly cooperates with these two companies. However, presses report recently that Samsung’s Galaxy S4 and Samsung Note 8 adopt Synaptics’s chip to apply on the function of Air View and Samsung and AT&T work together to bring out Galaxy Note II, Galaxy Express, Galaxy Rugby Pro and Galaxy Tab 2 which all adopt Android and support 4G LTE. This study presumes this phenomenon might relate to the patent suits with Apple and Samsung might try to “de-Appelize”. We consider that CIK and CEK of Samsung between AT&T and Synaptics will increase as long as they cooperate with and depend on each other continuously.

VI. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

A. Patent Detecting and Monitoring

Patent litigation has been an important strategy in the competitive technologic industry. Large major companies acquire external patents for rapid responding to market change in the dynamic competitive surrounding. In the other word, companies acquire patents as long as patent suits happen. Therefore, how do the companies proceed with supplementary and complementary innovation from their own technologies in order to respond to others’ intentions[26]? That is the main question of this study.

Competing in the same field of technology and market, companies have to detect, monitor and respond to rival’s intention no matter who is leader or follower. This study surveys the patent acquisition of the mobile telecommunication device manucaftures under dynamic competition based on the concept of supplementary and complementary. Four patent indexes, TKS, TKR, CIK and CEK, evaluate the difference before/after patent acquisition to avoid misjudaging and triggering improper reponse. Especially, the leader and follower become rivals fighting each other when the relationship of technologic supplementary OEM is finished.

B. Managerial Implication of Patent Index

This article adopts the concept of overlap of technologic knowledge to evaluate target patents for acquisition of two rivals to improve the quality of strategy making. Thus, this research adopts TKS and TKR as patent indexes which could detect the role, position and technologic similarity of companies and observe opponent’s strategic intention of patent deployment. In a word, the technologic position formed by TKS and TKR is an index of coopetitive intention for companies sharing the same market.

Besides, technology similarity and knowledge similarity is the foundation of coopetitive relationship between two companies[11]. The change of common technologic knowledge could estimate the dependency between two rivals and help company to decide to cooperate with or compete against the opponent. Therefore, CIK and CEK are the evaluation indexes for strategy making in dynamic coopetition.

| Table 3: CIK AND CEK BETWEEN SAMSUNG AND OTHERS BEFORE/AFTER PATENT TRANSFERENCE |
|----------------------------------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| transference                           | Samsung | Apple | IBM | Xerox | Synaptics | AT&T |
| patent counts                           | B       | A     | B   | A     | B       | A   | B   | A   | B | A |
| patent overlap co-cited counts          | 1       | 4     | 22  | 24    | 13      | 8   | 8   | 7   | 7 | 5 | 4 |
| CIK                                    | 5       | 1.25  | 0.25| 0     | 0.25    | 0   | 0   | 0   | 0 | 0 | 0 |
| CEK                                    | 0       | 0     | 0   | 0     | 0.143   | 0   | 0   | 0   | 0 | 0 | 0 |
C. Role of Leader and Follower

Companies purchase either supplementary or complementary assets[5, 17]. The strategy of patent acquisition is different for the leader and follower. The leader, Apple, has higher position in the technology ego-network and its TKS increasing after acquisition shows Apple tries to protect and raises the position of its unique technology. TKR going high as well as TKS shows Apple’s technologies that are applied and adopted by followers and diffuse in the market immediately. We consider that Apple with high patent cited counts should search reliable technologic supply partner. To the incumbent leader, sustaining the technology on hand and integrating resource are its major concern to construct its unique technologic capability to avoid pressure from market. Facing followers’ intimidation, the leader should positively expand the partnership with more than one manufactures based on its unique technologic capability.

Besides, this article classifies followers into two types, high TKS/low TKR oriented and low TKR/high TKS oriented. First, high TKS/low TKR oriented ones with more internal citations but less external citations have unique technologies but not mainstream technologies. Secondly, low TKR/high TKS oriented ones have less unique technologic capability and develop their technologies depending on external support and integration. For the long-term competitiveness, they should acquire crucial patents to catch up with leader rapidly.

Samsung’s TKR is bigger than Apple before/after patent acquisition that shows Samsung has a lot of activities cooperating with others. The high priority of the kind of follower like Samsung is not building high position of unique technology but preying on market and increasing manufacture power for OEM. However, Samsung reveals ambition on communication technology with its raising TKS after acquisition. Furthermore, it is a crucial competitive problem of Apple depending too deep on Samsung’s manufacture. Apple’s choice of partner of its supply chain will influence the balance of smartphone industry.

D. Future Research

This research compares only Apple and Samsung from April 15, 2011 to April 18, 2012. Recent data should be collected for future research because of quick change in the smartphone industry. In addition, future research could analyze all companies in the smartphone industry or the objects of different industries. Build up the reference for scholars and practical operation according patent citation network.
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Algorithm of TKS, TKR, CIK and CEK

Step 1: construct the affiliate network of firms and patents
\[ M = [a_{kr}]_{g \times h}, \quad a_{kr} = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } P_k \text{ affiliated to } A_r, \\ 0 & \text{else} \end{cases} \quad k = 1, 2, \ldots, g \quad r = 1, 2, \ldots, h \quad g \geq h \] (1)

Step 2: Technological Knowledge Status, TKS
\[ TKS_{il} = M^T M, \quad TKS_{il} = \sum_{k=1}^{g} a_{ik} a_{kl} \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, h \] (2)

Step 3: Technological Knowledge Reliability, TKR
\[ TKR_{ij} = \sum_{k=1}^{g} a_{ik} a_{kj} \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, h \quad j = 1, 2, \ldots, h \quad i \neq j \] (3)

Step 4: Common Internal Knowledge, CIK
\[ CI_{ij} = \frac{\sum_{o=1}^{n} a_{iko} a_{jko} \sum_{e=1}^{n} a_{ik} a_{ke} \sum_{o=1}^{n} a_{ik} a_{ke}}{\sum_{o=1}^{n} a_{iko} \sum_{e=1}^{n} a_{ik} a_{ke}} \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, h \quad j = 1, 2, \ldots, h \quad i \neq j \] (5)

Step 5: Common External Knowledge, CEK
\[ CEK_{ij} = \frac{TKR_{ij} - \sum_{o=1}^{n} a_{iko} a_{jko}}{TKS_{ii} - \sum_{o=1}^{n} a_{ik} a_{ko}} \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, h \quad j = 1, 2, \ldots, h \quad i \neq j \] (6)

Approval date of patent \( k_o \) of \( i^{\text{th}} \) firm must be earlier than Approval date of patent \( k_e \) of \( j^{\text{th}} \) firm
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